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in January, we outlined four key themes that would dominate the global insurance 
industry in 2013: income, profitability, capital and regulation. the findings of our 
latest research, conducted in partnership with the economist research Unit, suggest 
that these themes remain centre stage. 

insurers are struggling to mitigate the implications of low yields in an environment 
where there is a constrained supply of higher quality, high-yielding assets, due in 
part to central bank policies in operation around the globe. in addition, the imminent 

tapering of Qe and the volatility that this is likely to bring, combined with regulatory uncertainty across 
the financial services industry, is causing many to re-consider their investment strategies.

But to quote one industry leader, “coping with change is in the industry’s Dna”. our research, which 
surveyed more than 200 insurers globally, indicates that the industry is keenly aware of the need to adapt.

many insurers have already increased allocations to investment grade and high yield debt. many more say 
they are exploring non-traditional asset classes to source additional income, generate diversification and 
deliver improved correlation benefits. our research points to etfs and derivatives becoming essential 
tools in achieving those goals. as the end of Qe approaches, we also see a growing focus on reducing 
interest rate risk exposure by loosening benchmark constraints and diversifying into non-core fixed 
income assets and more absolute return strategies.

However, much remains to be done. insurers will need to enhance their risk management capabilities to 
match the evolution of their investment portfolios. Derivatives and non-traditional asset classes bring a 
host of new challenges; a clear plan for how to manage risk exposures and better deploy capital in light of 
regulatory charges and the need for higher risk-adjusted returns on capital is paramount.  

perhaps the most important finding is that many insurers recognise the need for greater support to carry 
these changes forward. i firmly believe that closer, more effective partnerships with fewer, specialist 
insurance asset managers are the key to success. this puts the onus on managers such as Blackrock 
to deliver a flexible partnership model with the required insurance investment expertise. our research 
includes real world examples of how this approach can improve the likelihood for better outcomes.

as the industry embraces the need for deeper partnerships with asset managers, i am confident that the 
insurance industry will emerge better equipped to meet the needs of insurance end-users. i hope that you 
find the research informative and useful as you navigate a course through this challenging environment.

sincerely,

 
 
 

David lomas, acII

Head of global financial institutions group, Blackrock

financialinstitutions@blackrock.com
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executive summary

as insurers battle challenging economic conditions and a 
.barrage of financial regulation, identifying the likely drivers 

of change and responding effectively will be critical to success. 
investment strategies, risk management, product lines and 
operational processes are all targets for a whole new way of 
thinking across the industry. 

insurers must respond to shorter-term factors such as continued market 
volatility and the ending of quantitative easing (Qe) by central banks, in 
addition to long-term drivers such as stricter regulation and the corresponding 
increase in focus on risk management.

in this climate, the economist intelligence Unit, on behalf of Blackrock, 
surveyed over 200 insurers worldwide in april and may 2013 to find out how 
they were adapting to change. respondents gave insights into attitudes 
towards risk, likely investments, their readiness for further market volatility 
and the likely sources of future profitability. 

an additional survey of half of the original respondents, conducted in July 
after the announcement that the federal reserve, the Us central bank, would 
begin tapering Qe in the near future, further explored insurers’ reactions to the 
variable investment environment created by changing monetary policy. it found 
a shift in strategy as insurers diversify their portfolios in anticipation of higher 
rates, more volatility and less liquidity, particularly in the fixed-income space. 

 tHere Has always Been sUBstantial  
 cHange in insUrance, so coping  
 witH tHat cHange is in tHe     
 inDUstry’s Dna. 

otto Thoresen 
Director-general, association of British insurers
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`` insurers will develop closer working relationships 
with third parties to improve risk management 
and product design/development. existing working 
relationships with third parties will expand as insurers 
call on additional external resources to support their 
core competencies. 

`` regulatory change will stop nearly two-thirds of 
insurers writing certain lines of business. guaranteed 
products are becoming increasingly expensive, with 
insurers favouring unit-linked alternatives. However, 
not all insurers have abandoned guaranteed products 
and companies continue to innovate to find new ways of 
meeting customer demand.

`` One-quarter of insurers will grow their businesses  
via acquisitions, with their home regions the key 
target areas for future organic and acquisitive 
growth. insurers remain focused on expanding 
operations irrespective of the challenging environment 
but will tend to favour domestic and developed  
markets for future growth.

Key FinDings incluDe:

`` Four-fifths of insurers say that their businesses will 
have to change to produce adequate shareholder 
returns over the next three years. insurers are 
revisiting investment strategies, product lines and 
operational processes to improve efficiency and 
maintain profitability. almost one-third (30%) of 
respondents predict large-scale change for the 
insurance industry over the next three years, driven by 
the low-yield environment and restrictive regulation. 

`` the low-yield environment created by Qe has led 
insurers to diversify across asset classes and 
implement tactical strategies. more than half (52%) 
of respondents say that they have diversified into new 
fixed-income asset classes, while 48% have  
diversified across all asset classes, exploring new  
asset classes such as derivatives and alternatives. 
nearly half (47%) have implemented a tactical asset 
allocation framework. 

`` changing central bank policy is now forcing insurers 
to reconsider their fixed-income strategies. Differing 
views on issues such as the expiration date for Us 
Qe are reflected in respondents’ preparations. asian 
respondents are more likely than their european 
or north american counterparts to increase credit 
exposure and shorten duration in order to prepare for 
the unwinding of Qe. insurers also plan to increase 
exposure to risk assets and move away from traditional 
benchmarks to adopt more absolute return strategies.

`` some 90% of insurers have increased investment 
in risk management. the growing demands of 
prudential financial regulation and a tougher economic 
environment have forced insurers to improve their 
understanding of risk. However, insurers are still limiting 
their investments where they feel they do not properly 
understand the risks of different asset classes.

Key findings
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Global insurers are operating in an increasingly complicated world. the continued fallout 
from the global financial crisis and recession – central bank policies resulting in record 

low yields, more stringent regulations and continued market volatility – is leading insurers to 
rethink their investment portfolio risks and opportunities. 

in light of these factors, insurers have shifted towards 
more tactical strategies that diversify across asset 
classes to generate returns and protect against specific 
market risks. as such, insurers are prioritising their 
investment risk management functions to improve  
their understanding of the challenges and identify 
appropriate solutions. 

flexible investment strategies that allow for change 
within a risk-managed framework will be the key to 
ensuring that portfolios meet the demands of both 
today’s and tomorrow’s challenging environments. 
for example, in response to stringent regulation 
and low interest rates, insurers have increased their 
allocations to new sectors of higher-yielding, fixed-
income instruments such as bank loans. 

However, the gradual withdrawal of quantitative easing 
(Qe) is creating further complications. Both the federal 
reserve (the fed) and the Bank of Japan acted this 
summer, but the Us has signalled that it will not continue 
to do so indefinitely. 

insurers reacted by moving out of some of the more 
esoteric parts of the fixed-income universe and 
shortening durations while increasing credit exposure. 
when they reduced their risk exposure, it was into 
a market with less liquidity – creating an increasingly 
volatile trading environment. 

and with repeated delays to the implementation 
of regulations such as solvency ii, insurers continue 
to worry about the potential impact of capital charges 
and other details yet to be clarified. 

although there may be much to cause concern to the 
boards of global insurers, there is also much to be 
optimistic about. the industry is expanding, embracing 
new markets and targeting yet untapped sources 
of organic growth. the retraction of certain product ranges 
means an opportunity to innovate and develop new lines.

those organisations that have survived some of the 
toughest conditions in living memory believe the end 
is in sight and their operations are leaner, more efficient 
and better equipped to cope with market risk and 
unexpected shocks than ever before.

In april and May 2013 The economist Intelligence unit surveyed 206 insurers worldwide.

``  102 had assets under management (aUm) of more than 
Us$25bn, 20 of Us$11bn-25bn, 22 of Us$6bn-10bn,  
24 of Us$2bn-5bn, 11 of Us$500m-1bn and 27 of 
Us$100m-500m.

``  life companies accounted for 53 responses, non-life  
for 61 and composites for 75 respondents. 17 were 
reinsurers.

``  regionally, respondents were split as follows:  
103 from europe, africa and the middle east; 
63 from north america; and 40 from asia-pacific.

``  an additional survey was conducted in July 2013, 
of 100 respondents with a similar demographic 
to the main survey.

``  in addition, in-depth interviews were conducted with  
17 experts from insurance companies, regulators and 
trade bodies. 

our thanks are due to the following for their time and insight (listed alphabetically):

Patrick bowes 
Director of old mutual

Michael burns 
european, latin america and china pr director 
at genworth financial

steven cameron 
Head of regulatory strategy at aegon

Tim corbett 
chief investment officer at massmutual

W. Preston Hutchings 
president of arch investment management ltd.  
and senior vice president and chief investment  
officer of acgl

Japan’s Financial services agency

steve lewis 
chief executive officer, UK general insurance, Zurich

alfred lerman 
managing director, prudential financial

bronek Masojada 
chief executive officer at Hiscox

craig Meller 
managing director at amp

carlos Montalvo 
executive director at the european insurance and 
occupational pensions authority

nicolas Moreau 
chief executive officer of aXa france

The national association of Insurance commissioners

Hiroshi ono 
general manager in the equity investment department 
at sumitomo life

sarah street 
chief investment officer at Xl group

otto Thoresen 
Director-general of the association of British insurers

Maximilian Zimmerer 
member of the board of allianz se in charge  
of the investment portfolio

The report was written by Gill Wadsworth and edited by Monica Woodley.
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as market volatility persists alongside economic and 
political uncertainty, insurers have been forced to 
rethink accepted investment wisdom, while regulations 
are forcing a greater appreciation of risk. these two 
inextricably linked forces – regulatory change and 
economic uncertainty – are behind some of the biggest 
challenges the insurance industry has ever encountered.

recent concerns centre on the low-yield environment 
created by Qe. central banks across the globe have 
pumped money into the economy through bond-buying 
programmes since the financial crisis took hold, in order to 
support liquidity and encourage investment. However, this 
has kept interest rates artificially low and depressed 
yields. as higher-yielding bonds mature and are replaced 
with lower-yielding issues, the problem has grown. 

sarah street, chief investment officer at Xl group, says: 
“one of the big challenges we face is the low yields we are 
earning on our investment portfolios. as time goes by, that 
bleeds more into our book yields as higher coupon bonds 
are maturing.”

Qe has also reduced the supply of fixed income available 
to investors like insurers, which concerns Tim corbett, the 
chief investment officer at massmutual. “pre-2008 crisis, 
the market had mortgage backed securities and corporate 
credit structures using credit default swaps that were a large 
part of the supply, and that’s no longer there” he says.  “in the 
corporate bond market, we see record amounts of supply, 
but what you don’t see is that much of this is refinancing of 
existing debt, so the net supply of total investment grade 
fixed income is minimal whereas the demand is greater than 
ever on the part of institutional investors.” 

WHaT Do You belIeVe are THe MosT crITIcal DrIVers oF THe cHanGe aFFecTInG 
THe Insurance InDusTrY?

choose up to two.
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Drivers of 
change

Maximilian Zimmerer, a member of the board of allianz se, 
in charge of the investment portfolio, is less worried about 
the overall supply of fixed income, but is more concerned 
with finding the diversity of investments he needs. 

“given the current government debt levels, it appears 
unlikely that there will be a sustained shortage in 
investment-grade opportunities in general,” he says. 
“However, there are certain regional sub-segments, such 
as covered bonds, of which we would like to see more.”

as economic conditions improve, the Us central bank has 
signalled that this monetary stimulus will gradually come 
to an end. insurers – surveyed after the chairman of the 
federal reserve, Ben Bernanke, announced in July that the 
fed may begin drawing down its asset purchases later this 
year – seem to believe that tapering will be gradual, but 
they are ready to respond. nearly all insurers (94%) say 
they will take some action to prepare for the unwinding of 
Qe, and their plans give insight into their concerns around 
tapering such as rising interest rates (see section two).

s
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cOntinueD

blackrock view

after an extended period of accommodative policy by central banks globally, all eyes are on the federal 
reserve and the timing of their next policy move.  

since the end of may, the fed’s verbiage surrounding potential tapering had a notable impact on fixed-
income markets in the form of a 100+ basis point rise in ten-year Us treasury notes and an increase 
in volatility across markets.  in concert with increased regulatory burdens on market participants, it 
also had a negative impact on liquidity in most markets. although we believe these shifts could reverse 
in the short term as the fed postponed reducing asset purchases at its september, 2013 meeting, 
we expect higher rates, higher volatility and decreased liquidity to be hallmarks of the fixed-income 
marketplace for several years at least. 

this should serve to increase focus on the front end of the yield curve, as insurers 
attempt to create laddered portfolios that will allow for maturing shorter 
bonds to be reinvested at higher interest rates over time. in addition, we would 
expect that floating-rate products would receive renewed attention for their 
attractiveness in rising-rate environments, and that as rates rise, the marginal 
dollars flowing into more esoteric/lower-quality sectors would diminish over 
time, as acceptable yields will be available in higher-quality sectors.

Jeff Jacobs 
global Head, financial institutions group, fixed income alpha strategies

regulatOry cOncerns cOntinue

insurers also feel relatively well prepared for the 
onslaught of regulation hitting the industry, even though 
many disagree with the rules being pushed through and 
worry about the consequences, on their own businesses 
and the wider economy. 

nicolas Moreau, the chief executive of aXa france, 
says: “on the regulatory front, there is an accumulation 
of regulation coming through. in france, it is not always 
consistent and, on average, it is unwelcome. But we are 
hoping that these reforms will encourage insurers to play 
their natural role as long-term investors.”

Preston Hutchings, the chief investment officer at arch 
capital, adds: “the action of regulators, principally in 
europe, has been to reduce the supply of capital available 
to provide ready markets to legitimate investors such as 
ourselves. the ultimate consequence is to drive up the 
cost of debt and equity for those companies and countries 
that need it. in my mind, much of what is being done is 
short sighted in the extreme.”

HoW PrePareD Is Your orGanIsaTIon For THe FolloWInG PoTenTIal MarKeT 
cHanGes oVer THe nexT THree Years?
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as Qe ends, insurers are expecting rising interest 
rates, rising inflation and reduced liquidity, but survey 
respondents feel, overall, prepared for these challenges. 

HOW prepareD is yOur OrganisatiOn  
FOr cHanging regulatOry reQuirements  
in yOur regiOn?
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solvency modernisation 
initiative (smi) 13% 39%

own risk solvency 
assessment (orsa) 39% 47%

Base: total (n=206)
source: economist intelligence Unit, may 2013
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insurers’ concerns about the unwinding of Qe and the 
continuing market volatility that Qe is at least partly 
responsible for – as well as regulatory changes – are 
affecting their investment strategies. more than 
four-fifths (81%) of survey respondents say that regulation 
is affecting their asset allocation decisions.

insurers’ fears that they will not make the returns to 
maintain investment contribution to return on equity (roe) 
also are driving them to diversify their asset allocations 
and implement more tactical investment strategies, as 
well as increase their focus on risk assessment. 

more than half (52%) of respondents say that they are 
diversifying into new fixed-income asset classes, with 
insurers clearly expecting innovation in this area to deal 
with supply issues. 

investment-grade fixed income – always a core 
investment for insurers – will still remain a critical 
component of insurers’ portfolios in the years to come, 
as increased yields and slightly wider spreads boost their 
attractiveness. nearly half (48%) of insurers are very likely 
and 40% are moderately likely to increase allocations to 
this tried and tested asset class, which provides a good 
match to liability cash flows. 

However, although 80% of UK insurers say that they are 
increasing allocations to high-yielding fixed income, 
bronek Masojada, the chief executive at Hiscox, says that 
his firm will not be following suit. “if when [high-yielding 
bonds] were yielding 8% we didn’t think they were a good 
buy, why should we think they are a good buy when they 
are yielding 5%?” he says. “it might be that 8% was a 
spread of 3% or 4% over treasuries and now at 5% it is 
4% over treasuries but if we didn’t think 8% was a good 
number, then why should we think 5% is a good number?”

In THe MaY 2013 surVeY, 80% oF resPonDenTs aGreeD THaT cHanGe WITHIn THeIr 
busInesses Is neeDeD To ProDuce aDeQuaTe reTurns oVer THe nexT THree Years. 
WHaT are THe KeY InVesTMenT cHanGes You are WorKInG on, IF anY? 
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evolving investment strategies 
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in summary
 ` challenging investment conditions and regulatory uncertainty have prompted the industry to 

diversify allocations and renew their focus on risk. broadly speaking, insurers are confident that 
they can meet these challenges.

 ` However, the industry braces itself for new challenges in the wake of upcoming central bank 
action, which could require further alterations to systems and processes. 

Do You aGree or DIsaGree WITH THe FolloWInG sTaTeMenTs  
on THe currenT reGulaTorY enVIronMenT?

Base: total (n=206)
source: the economist intelligence Unit, may 2013
figures do not add to 100% due to rounding
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with so many external pressures on their businesses, 
insurers are making substantial alterations to their 
systems and processes. almost all (98%) of respondents 
to the survey predict at least some change in regulation, 
investments and operational functions in the next three 
years, with 30% expecting large-scale change. 

changes to investment strategy and risk management are 
detailed in the next section, while operational and product 
changes are covered in section three. 

cOntinueD
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although planning for the medium and long term, insurers 
have also adapted their strategies for the current low 
interest-rate environment created by Qe. the focus on 
fixed income, particularly higher-yielding instruments, 
continues, with nearly three-quarters (73%) of survey 
respondents saying that they have increased allocations 
to higher-yielding fixed income. insurers have also 
increased allocations to less liquid instruments (68%) 
and increased duration (42%).

cOntinueD

HoW are You aDaPTInG Your InVesTMenT sTraTeGIes To loW InTeresT raTes? 
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However, with the news that Qe in the Us will be coming 
to an end in the near future, insurers know that they 
must adapt some of their strategies as the conditions 
created by Qe – low interest rates, low yields and less 
fixed-income supply – change. the most notable shift 
in strategy observed between the may 2013 survey 
and the follow-up survey in July 2013 (after the Us Qe 
announcement) is in duration management. whereas 
insurers increased duration in the low-rate environment 
created by Qe, in preparation for the unwinding of Qe they 
plan to shorten duration. asian insurers in particular say 
that they will shorten duration.
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WHIcH oF THe FolloWInG Is Your orGanIsaTIon DoInG To PrePare For THe 
unWInDInG oF Qe bY cenTral banKs?  
(asKeD oF surVeY resPonDenTs In JulY 2013, aFTer THe us Qe announceMenT) 
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alfred lerman, the managing director of prudential 
financial in the Us, says: “while we manage duration of 
our assets consistent with that of our liabilities, greater 
likelihood of interest rates increasing over a short term 
is a consideration in how we position our portfolio at the 
margin over this time period. we also recognise the fact 
that much of that expectation may have already been 
priced into the market.” 

the prospect of Qe tapering has taken much of the blame 
for recent market volatility, but survey respondents seem 
more focused on the result rather than the cause. 

a majority of survey respondents say that they plan to 
take action to prepare their portfolios to deal with ongoing 
market volatility, rather than to prepare for the unwinding 
of Qe – perhaps anticipating that market volatility will 
continue long after the effects of Qe have dissipated. 
again, however, shortening duration is the most popular 
course of action, but insurers are more likely to increase 
exposure to risk assets as a strategy for dealing with 
volatility than for preparing for Qe tapering. 

WHIcH oF THe FolloWInG Is Your orGanIsaTIon DoInG To PrePare For THe 
conTInueD MarKeT VolaTIlITY? (asKeD oF surVeY resPonDenTs In JulY 2013, 
aFTer THe us Qe announceMenT) 

select all that apply.
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emerging marKets

insurers are also increasing their exposure to emerging 
markets, both for yield and for diversification benefits. 
two-thirds of respondents say that they are likely to 
increase investment in emerging markets in the next 
12 months. insurers in asia-pacific are most likely to 
increase allocations to emerging markets (82%), followed 
by emea (75%) and north america (60%). it is important to 
note that these survey responses were given in april and 
may – before emerging-market currencies were hit hard by 
the news that the Us plans to taper Qe in the near future. 
However, as insurers typically have low allocations to 
emerging markets, the short-term impact of Qe tapering 
on emerging-market currencies may have little effect on 
insurers’ decisions to increase holdings longer term. 

axa’s Mr Moreau says: “we are looking at emerging markets 
for both fixed income and equities, but we look at it as we 
do any asset class, whether government, bond or equity. 
we have a big portfolio, so tactical moves are more at the 
margin. However, the allocation has increased.” 

at Xl group, the allocation to emerging markets is about 
diversification not yield. Ms street says: “we took the baby 
steps three years ago and allocated to external dollar-
denominated investment-grade emerging-market debt. 
we did it not for the yield but as a diversification strategy 
on the basis that owning bonds in growing, booming 
economies felt better than loading up on developed 
markets with huge deficits and with fiscal challenges. 
However, it’s a small allocation of 3-4%.”

not all insurers are keen to expand into markets they 
considered to be on the way down thanks to slower than 
expected growth in china and a strengthening dollar. more 
than one-quarter (28%) of respondents say that they are not 
likely to invest in the emerging regions in the next 12 months.

craig Meller, the managing director at amp in australia, 
says that his company will not invest more heavily in 
emerging markets under present economic conditions. “the 
combination of an improving outlook in developed countries 
at the margin, a stronger Us dollar and slower growth in 
china, which is putting downwards pressure on commodity 
prices, along with the deterioration in the growth/inflation 
trade-off, are all working against emerging markets,” he says. 

illiQuiD assets

insurers have always been able to take on some illiquid 
assets as many of them, particularly life companies, often 
have longer-dated liability profiles. However, insurers are 
showing a greater willingness to look beyond traditional 
long-duration bonds – perhaps in order to capture the 
illiquidity premium – with more than two-thirds (68%) of 
insurers planning to allocate more to less liquid strategies. 

Mr Moreau says: “we are looking at infrastructure and real 
estate, and investing in loans which are not very liquid. 
we are trying to find an alternative to government bonds, 
which are often the only long-duration bonds available. 
infrastructure offers an alternative on the long part of the 
curve, enabling us to also keep the liquidity we need to 
face uncertain perspectives”. 

the introduction of regulation such as Basel iii has made 
direct lending, which tends to be illiquid, more expensive 
and less attractive to the banks. as a result, these kinds of 
illiquid assets become more attractive to insurers who are 
able to fill the lending gap.

Xl group’s Ms street says: “we are in the process of adding 
more illiquid assets to our allocation. in the direct lending 
space there is disruption still taking place among the 
traditional providers, such as the banks. from a relative 
value perspective there is a very attractive risk/return 
there. as an insurance company, we can afford some 
illiquid assets on our balance sheet and we are taking 
advantage of that because we get well paid.”

HoW lIKelY are You To Increase allocaTIons To eacH oF THe FolloWInG 
asseT classes? 
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blackrock view

infrastructure debt will become an increasingly important source of long-term income given the 
benefits it can bring to insurers’ portfolios: capital preservation, stable cash flows, inflation protection 
and diversification. we expect to see significant insurer inflows into this asset class in the mid term.

currently, infrastructure debt offers both higher spreads and diversification benefits over sovereign and 
mainstream corporate debt with comparable credit ratings. private infrastructure debt can also offer 
an illiquidity (or complexity) premium over comparably rated debt issued in the public bond markets.

infrastructure debt is inherently stable because the underlying businesses have limited exposure to 
commercial demand risk. much of the debt is also secured with comprehensive covenants which  
make it a suitable investment as part of a medium- or long-term buy-and-hold strategy for liability 
matching purposes.

there is now a strong pipeline of investment opportunities for institutional investors. this is because 
traditional bank capacity for long-term loans has reduced significantly. investing in essential public 
infrastructure businesses is also good for the economy and job creation.

regarding regulatory treatment, there is strong political and governmental 
support for insurers and pension funds to hold infrastructure debt. we 
believe this should help to ensure that appropriate regulatory capital 
requirements are set. this support is important because of the long-
term nature of infrastructure debt and the fact that of much of the debt 
is rated in the BBB or single a category.

chris Wrenn 
co-head, infrastructure Debt group 

the potential for higher returns may help insurers overlook 
the illiquid nature of some investments. Mr lerman of 
prudential financial says that there are a number of 
benefits to investing outside of non-traditional asset 
classes. “we have made a strategic decision over the last  
few years to allocate a limited portion of our assets into a 
well diversified mix of alternatives including private equity, 
hedge funds and real estate. these asset classes exhibit 
unique risk-return characteristics and provide the portfolio 
with enhanced long-term return and diversification with 
traditional credit risk,” he says.

However, regulation remains a sticking point in their 
willingness to invest in these assets. although illiquidity 
does not directly affect capital charges, the charges 
applied to asset classes such as real estate debt remain 
unclear and, until these are clarified, many insurers will be 
unwilling to commit. 

Mr Masojada says: “solvency ii makes it difficult for a 
firm like us to invest in things like infrastructure, which 
gets so thumped by capital rules – and are less attractive 
because of their illiquidity – that you conclude that it is 
not going to work.”

carlos Montalvo of the european insurance and 
occupational pensions authority (eiopa) says that the 
solvency ii system of capital charges aims to be neutral 
and not favour any particular assets nor drive insurers’ 
investment decisions. “capital charges cannot be the same 
because risks are not the same, but if there were incentives 
to allocate assets in a given way, it would not be right,” he 
says. “if i invest in venture capital instead of corporate 
bonds it should be because it is my decision and not 
because regulation artificially incentivises me to.”

However, he recognises that continued regulatory 
uncertainty is taking a toll and adds: “i am convinced that 
by autumn this year we will have an agreement and the 
framework will be stable”. (a key european parliamentary 
session to approve proposed amendments to solvency ii, 
scheduled for the autumn, has now been put back until 
next year.)

But these alternative investments are not for everyone. 
Hiroshi ono, general manager in the equity investment 
department at sumitomo life in Japan, says that the 
insurer has pulled back from its peak investment of 
¥400bn (Us$4bn) in hedge funds. “Hedge funds lack 
transparency in the investment allocations and these 
funds run liquidity risk, which is a lesson we have learnt 
from the lehman [Brothers] shock,” he says. “we have 
been withdrawing from this type of fund. today, the level 
of investment in hedge funds in the overall portfolio is 
almost nothing.”

non-life insurers are far more likely than life insurers to 
reject hedge funds (64% compared with 47% are unlikely to 
consider hedge-fund investment). chinese respondents are 
most in favour of hedge-fund investment.

tHe rise OF etFs

while looking to illiquid assets for higher returns, insurers 
are also using exchange traded funds (etfs) to diversify 
out of cash and access certain asset classes, while 
remaining liquid. etfs also help insurers deal with supply 
issues, allowing them to invest in asset classes through 
etfs that may be difficult to access directly. etfs have the 
added bonus of generally being a more cost-effective way 
to invest.

more than four-fifths (83%) of survey respondents agree 
or strongly agree that more insurers will use etfs over the 
next three years. some 70% agree that these vehicles are 
suitable as a long-term strategic holding for both core and 
satellite holdings.

cOntinueD
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blackrock view

most insurers have used etfs before, but the ways they are using etfs are changing and adoption 
is accelerating. Historically, insurers used etfs primarily in equities to efficiently invest surplus 
assets. However, in 2012 over 85%1 of insurer etf flows were in fixed income for ga use. constructing 
diversified bond portfolios is time-consuming and costly given low inventory and liquidity levels, and 
this is prompting insurers to seek new solutions.  

insurers increasingly find the ability to gain instant exposure through etfs extremely valuable for 
both short-term strategies and longer-term core exposure. However, other factors are also driving 
adoption. the barriers historically preventing insurers from using etfs broadly, such as regulatory/
accounting treatment and lack of integration with risk analytics, are being dismantled. for instance, 
national association of insurance commissioners (naic)-designated etfs receive favourable 
financial statement and risk-based capital treatment in the Us, allowing for increased ga usage. 
product innovation is another major adoption driver. for example, innovative bullet-maturity etfs, 
such as isharesBonds, are gaining in popularity in part because of their bond-like qualities, which are 
particularly useful for insurers using asset and liability management (alm) strategies. 

as the results of the survey suggest, we expect the current market 
environment and continued innovation across the etf industry to drive 
increasing use of etfs by insurers.

raman suri 
Head, ishares insurance 

1 source: snl; Us domiciled insurers

Mr ono says: 

  Given that there are ETFs that are traded 
in high volume, we are interested in ETFs. 
Even if we’ve wanted to capture the high 
growth in Asia, it’s not quite easy to be 
sure about individual companies or the 
regulatory details of individual markets. 
We are particularly interested in the 
ETFs that invest in Asian companies, 
listed in the US. 

However, 70% said that they needed to know more  
about these etfs before making an investment. 

Mr Masojada says: 

  At Hiscox we do have index funds, some 
of which are ETFs. It’s just a different way 
of buying an asset. If you look at ETFs you 
have some very complicated ones which 
are too clever for us but the simple ETFs 
do have an attraction. 
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appreciating risK 

Just as some insurers are still hesitant to use etfs without 
understanding more about them, survey respondents show 
a clear correlation between the asset classes that they 
are willing to include in their portfolios and their ability to 
assess the associated risks.

sumitomo life’s Mr ono knows that risk assessment is 
crucial – and an ongoing activity as the risk environment 
shifts. “the assessment of risk assets is a critical and 
difficult one; we are yet to see the fuller development of 
abenomics [a suite of measures introduced this year by 
the Japanese prime minister, shinzo abe] and its impact 
on the economy and interest rates. accumulating internal 
reserves to strengthen our capacity to embrace risk is 
increasingly an important issue.”

massmutual’s Mr corbett is shifting back to more traditional 
assets as a result of his risk assessment. “on the equity 
side, we are looking to diversify our strategy, in addition to 
our core of Us real estate and middle market buyout funds,” 
he says. “so we are looking to allocate more to global growth 
strategies, for instance emerging-market equities. 

that includes infrastructure and  global natural resource 
strategies, both public and private.”

regulation is clearly a major factor here as well, as it 
forces greater focus on risk assessment and management. 
some 87% of survey respondents say that adapting to 
regulation is making them more risk averse, while nine 
out of ten say that regulation has significantly increased 
investment in risk management. 

one potential stumbling block for risk assessment is 
achieving look-through to underlying holdings – which is 
demanded by solvency ii. this is a problem for two-fifths 
of respondents and is much more of a problem for life 
(57%) than non-life (27%) companies.

Just over half (51%) of respondents say that access to the 
factors needed to be able to model risk makes assessing 
risk a challenge. this was marginally less of a challenge 
for life (47%) than for non-life (51%), and less of a problem 
for north american and asian insurers who are more likely 
(48%) than those from other regions to cite a lack of data 
as the key challenge.

blacKrocK case sTuDY 1 
FixeD incOme etFs FOr Flexibility

ObJectives

``  to develop a more flexible, dynamic and efficient approach to fixed-income beta investing.

``  to find a more suitable vehicle for tactical fixed income investing than cash bonds which can present significant obstacles to more 
dynamic approaches to investing due to limited liquidity, low inventory levels and fragmentation.

blacKrOcK actiOns

blackrock implemented ishares’ range of fixed income eTFs to meet a variety of different needs, including:

``  Transition management – etfs were used as a solution for the client to seek interim exposures, minimising execution risk in the 
face of declining bond liquidity. 

`` liquidity – etfs continue to be used to reflect market views with greater speed and efficiency than cash bonds. 

``  Granular exposures – ishares’s broad range of fixed income etfs are leveraged to gain more targeted exposures to sub-sectors and 
markets. etfs allow for large scale investment while niche institutional fund counterparts may be too small for the client to invest.

``  low cost – the client continues to benefit from significant transaction cost savings that on-exchange bond etfs can provide 
versus cash bonds.

client result

``  the depth and breadth of ishares fixed income etf offering provides the client with the flexibility and efficiency necessary to make 
short term, tactical allocations.

HoW lIKelY are You To Increase allocaTIons To eacH asseT class?  
HoW conFIDenT are You THaT Your orGanIsaTIon Is caPable oF assessInG THe 
rIsKs ProPerlY WITHIn eacH oF THe asseT classes? 
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blackrock view
clearly, no investor should invest in an asset where the risks are not understood. But those investors 
that have the support and resources, whether internal or external, to understand the risks of a 
broader investment universe are able to capture greater optionality from a rich opportunity set, and an 
information advantage in less crowded markets.

as a result, we see insurers wrestling with the intersection between: 

a) the increasing use of risk factor-based asset allocation, and 

b)  increasing allocations to alternatives. 

the asset-allocation models used by most of the industry need to advance in order 
to absorb and translate the risk factors of alternatives. alternative investment 
management is evolving to deliver greater risk transparency to meet this 
need. the upshot: closer partnership between risk allocators and alternative 
managers will become a hallmark for the future of alternative investment.

nugi Jakobishvili 
managing Director, Blackrock alternative investors 
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managing Derivative risK

much of the recent global and regional regulation has 
focused on improving transparency and trading in 
derivatives. the Derivative central clearing reforms, Dodd 
frank and the european market infrastructure regulation 
(emir) all contain elements designed to tackle areas of 
concern in this sector of the market.

respondents to the survey show a low level of 
preparedness for Dodd frank – one-third admitted they 
were not ready for the legislation – and insurers with 
significant investment in derivatives see this piece of 
regulation as a threat. 

massmutual’s Mr corbett says: “in terms of regulation 
[affecting us], it is primarily Dodd frank because we use 
derivatives to hedge our asset liability model and our 
enterprise risk management programs. the implications 
of Dodd frank and how it will play out remains uncertain, 
but it is important we are able to continue to carry out our 
hedging and investment programmes.”

However, the survey shows high levels of preparedness for 
the Derivative central clearing reforms, with just one in 
ten respondents to whom the regulation applies admitting 
that they are not ready for the regulation. further, the 
survey shows high levels of confidence in assessing 
derivative risk, with more than four-fifths (82%) of insurers 
saying that they are able to assess this risk.

However, the naic says that organisations should not 
invest in derivatives if they do not fully understand them. 
“insurers are limited by state investment laws that require 
a conservative approach to managing their assets. 

investment in mortgage-backed securities, other asset-
backed securities, credit default swaps and other types of 
derivative instruments should only be done by those who 
understand the potential downside risks.”

the survey found a strong appetite for using these 
instruments as part of risk or investment management 
strategies within the next three years. only 12% of 
respondents say that they have no intention of using any  
of the derivatives listed.

But rather than feeling a sense of frustration at the lack 
of transparency or clarity in any given asset class, some 
insurers take a pragmatic approach and prefer to avoid 
anything they do not understand. allianz’s Mr Zimmerer 
says: “we like to keep it simple; if there is something we 
don’t understand, we walk away.”

arch capital’s Mr Hutchings shares mr Zimmerer’s view 
and adds that no particular asset class is on the blacklist; 
rather it will be instruments within particular classes 
that are discarded because of opacity. “it is not so much 
any specific asset class [that lacks transparency], it’s 
more that a certain bond has a structure that is too 
complicated,” mr Hutchings says.

in spite of most insurers becoming more risk averse, one-
third say that they will take more investment risk. axa’s 
Mr Moreau does not believe that this is contradictory.  
“are we more risk averse?” he asks. 

  I don’t think so. We are risk conscious, 
but that doesn’t mean we don’t take any 
risks. No risk means no progress, no 
innovation, no value-creation for either 
our customers or AXA. We are more 
careful in the dispersion of certain risks 
and we are better at analysing the ones 
we take: measuring them, reducing 
them, dialing them down. 

cOntinueD

WHIcH oF THe FolloWInG InsTruMenTs, IF anY, are You lIKelY To use For rIsK  
or InVesTMenT ManaGeMenT PurPoses oVer nexT THree Years? 

select all that apply.

Base: total (n=206)  
source: the economist intelligence Unit, may 2013

blackrock view
the findings suggest a heightened interest in pursuing derivative-based solutions to meet the challenges 
faced by insurers. nearly 50% of respondents are seeking greater diversification, and are exploring new 
instruments and asset classes in order to achieve this, with a similar proportion seeking to implement 
tactical asset allocation (taa). it is difficult to imagine meeting either aim without increased derivative 
usage and, in the case of taa, almost unthinkable that derivatives will not play a central role on cost and 
speed of implementation grounds.

with significant risk arising from rising interest rates it was perhaps unsurprising to find that interest-
rate options were regarded as the most likely derivative instruments to be used. However, to find 
nearly 70% of respondents actively considering using a type of option that most had previously used 
infrequently if at all is remarkable. 

the survey also highlighted some of the difficulties insurers are experiencing as 
a result of the coming into being of a new derivative market infrastructure. the 
new over-the-counter (otc) derivative clearing platforms and the associated 
Us and european regulations are still evolving and bring new complexity and 
cost to participation in these markets. navigating this changing infrastructure 
to ensure that portfolio positions in derivatives are effective, efficient and 
secure is of critical importance at this juncture.  

nigel Foster 
Head, trading and liquidity strategies group, emea
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blacKrocK case sTuDY 3 
managing risK FOr return

ObJectives

`` to increase total return and dampen volatility through a more efficient allocation of surplus capital to risk assets.

``  Before the assessment, the client portfolio’s primary risk exposure was to interest rates while returns were driven by book yield, 
which was expected to continue to decline with maturities. 

``  the portfolio held equity exposure through passive etfs. this allocation was expected to contribute positively to portfolio return 
relative to fixed income, but it lowered the overall portfolio book yield and increased volatility.

blacKrOcK actiOns

``  Diversified and increased surplus allocation to risk assets to reduce portfolio interest-rate exposure, increase portfolio book yield 
and achieve equivalent equity returns on risk assets with less equity volatility. 

``  Diversification into income-focused equities, real return and absolute return strategies materially reduces the impact of equity 
and interest-rate risk factors while increasing yield. 

`` it also introduces an illiquidity premium in select exposures without compromising overall liquidity.

`` the new allocation mix allocates 70% to liquid strategies and 80% to yield-generating asset classes.

client result

``  the modified portfolio potentially increases portfolio return and yield while reducing interest-rate and equity exposure in favour of  
greater spread exposure.

``  increase in expected net return of 30bps and book yield of 30bps, decrease in total portfolio risk of 13bps and improvement of 
portfolio performance in stress situations including s&p, high yield and investment grade shock scenarios.

Japanese insurers are the most likely to reject derivatives, 
with more than one-quarter (28%) saying that they will 
not consider the instruments listed for risk or investment 
management purposes over the next three years.

a spokesperson for the financial services agency, the 
Japanese financial sector regulator, says: “Japanese 
insurers have been enhancing their risk management but, 
in light of frequent natural disasters and enlargement of 
overseas operations, there is room for improvement of 
their management.”

He adds: “as the supervisory authority, we are focusing 
our attention on ensuring that insurance companies give 
due consideration to risk when deciding on investment 
policies and that there are no concerns in assessing 
forward-looking solvency by themselves.”

interest-rate options are the most popular instrument, 
with two-thirds of respondents expecting to use them. 
equity options are the next most popular with just over 
two-fifths (42%) of insurers expecting to use them, 
followed by equity futures and swaps (both 35%).

arch capital’s Mr Hutchings sees derivatives as a useful 
means of hedging risk, while axa’s Mr Moreau adds: “we 
use derivatives to hedge our portfolio, access asset classes 
or as a tactical way to exit asset classes when we can’t sell 
the assets. we are quite active on this and always have 
been, but we don’t use them in a speculative way.”

blacKrocK case sTuDY 2 
Derivatives HeDging OF insurance liabilities

ObJectives

`` to assist the client in using interest rate swaptions to hedge policyholder deferral risk.

`` provide full execution and on-going portfolio reporting services.

`` provide in-house training.

blacKrOcK actiOns

blackrock provided analysis of the client’s swaption portfolio 

`` assisted the client in modeling new and existing portfolios across a range of market shocks.

`` supported the client with analysis to allow them to explore a range of solutions.

blackrock assisted the client in transitioning into the new swaption portfolio

`` reviewed all csas with the client’s bank counterparties.

`` execute required trades to restructure the portfolio, including careful planning to achieve best execution.

client result

`` the client restructured their swaption portfolio, reducing their exposure to changes in interest rates. 

cOntinueD

getting external Help 

more than one-quarter (29%) of respondents to the survey 
say that a lack of internal expertise is hindering them in 
their efforts to switch asset classes and alter investment 
strategies. where insurers have internal risk assessment 
expertise the appetite for investing outside of traditional 
asset classes is greater. prudential financial, for example, 
has an internal group dedicated to assessing investment 
risk from alternative asset classes.

Mr lerman says: “it takes specialised knowledge and 
skill to identify opportunities and assess investment risk 
within this space. we analyse these assets as part of 
our strategic asset allocation framework and having an 
internal team dedicated to this effort supports our 
long-term investment strategy.” 

However, insurers also favour calling on third parties for 
supplementary support with risk analysis. over two-thirds 
(69%) say that they will work more closely with their fund 
managers on risk management and governance and 28% 
say that they will use this resource to provide data and 
look-through support.

Mr lerman says: “it’s always beneficial to get external 
perspectives as it helps us stay informed of industry’s 
best practices and market views.” 

insurers in asia-pacific are more likely to cite a lack 
of internal expertise as a hindrance than their north 
american and emea counterparts.
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Do You aGree or DIsaGree WITH THe FolloWInG sTaTeMenTs on THe currenT 
reGulaTorY enVIronMenT? 

Increased regulation is causing significant investment in risk management.  
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in order to build up their internal expertise, 90% of insurers 
responding to the survey say that they have invested 
significantly more in risk management as a result of 
regulation. instances of additional risk management spend 
are highest in china (including Hong Kong) and emea, 
although north america and asia-pacific are not  
far behind.

asian insurers need to be prepared for the possibility that 
their own regulators will follow the Us and european lead 
in tightening legislation. Michael burns, the european, 
latin america and china pr director at genworth 
financial, says: “in order to manage the fast growth of 
asian markets, industry players must be able to take 
advantage of the lessons learned from other legal systems 
and markets, and adapt quickly and be highly flexible and 
responsive to regulatory developments.”

where prudential regulation is well established, such as in 
the UK, otto Thoresen of the association of British insurers 
(aBi) says that insurers are taking the risk management 
requirements seriously. yet he adds that insurers still need 
more clarity on what is expected of them from regulators.

“the industry has been engineering stronger risk 
management into its model in the last three or four years 
and very successfully. it has the resource but it needs 
consistent and clear signalling from the partner with whom 
they are trying to work [the regulators],” he says.

meanwhile, the regional financial regulators are pleased 
with insurers’ additional risk management spend and see 
this as a triumph for the prudential legislation created 
since the 2008 crisis.

Mr Montalvo of eiopa says: 

  I am convinced that better risk 
management is good not only for the 
company and for shareholders, but 
also for the consumers. Better risk 
management is about having the right 
toolkit to make better business decisions, 
to be able to identify opportunities 
and risks and to find the right balance 
between them. 

the view from the Us insurance supervisor is similar, 
noting the potential cost benefits for consumers. the 
naic says: “the cost of insurance is based on the future 
expected loss costs, future estimated operational 
expenses, an allowance for profit and a measure of 
uncertainty in the estimated future loss costs. when 
uncertainty is reduced, this reduction affects prices 
charged in the marketplace.” 
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in summary

 ` Insurers are broadening their investment horizons in response to yield compression, the need to diversify 
and fixed income supply constraints. survey results highlight increased take up in:

 – Investment-grade fixed income and higher-yielding strategies, such as bank loans for increased yield;

– emerging markets for diversification purposes as well as yield pick-up;

– Illiquid assets such as infrastructure for increased yield and diversification; and

– eTFs for flexibility and tactical response.

 ` While many insurers have looked to longer duration assets for higher yields, the spectre of a rise in rates 
is leading many to reconsider their duration position.

 ` Portfolio revision and regulatory requirements bring significant risk management implications. Many 
insurers feel that they lack sufficient expertise to make the changes necessary to succeed in the current 
environment. 

 ` survey results suggest that many are considering seeking help from third parties to the help them better 
manage these risks and to design and innovate new products

investment returns versus 
OperatiOnal cHanges

for some insurers, in a low-yield and more risk-averse 
environment, the focus has switched to making money 
from the organisation’s core competence – underwriting 
– rather than attempting to chase additional yield from 
complex investment strategies.

Zurich insurance group is wary of chasing investment 
returns. steve lewis, the chief executive of UK general 
insurance, says: “in 2002 the group focused on de-risking 
its portfolio and repositioning its investment strategy in 

the context of ‘we are an insurer, not an investment house’. 
if you want to invest in us, we’re an insurer, if you want 
investment risk, invest somewhere else. the work we did 
to de-risk our portfolios to bring more centralist control 
and realign our investment strategy to being an insurer 
paid dividends in the context of the crisis.” 

Hiscox’s Mr Masojada says: “instead of going to more 
complicated and esoteric areas in order to maintain 
investment yield, we’d rather accept the fact that 
investment markets will give less return and make more 
money on underwriting to offset that.”

adapting products and 
strategies for future growth

s
e

c
tiO

n
 3

growing regulatory pressures and evolving investment 
strategies have inevitably led to changes in product offerings.

some 61% of insurers say that regulatory change will stop 
them writing certain lines of business in the future. north 
american insurers are more likely to agree (73%) than 
emea (63%) or asia-pacific (38%) respondents. 

steven cameron, the head of regulatory strategy at aegon 
in the UK, says: “if we were anticipating a big regulatory 
change that would have an impact on the way products are 
sold, or how we would need to describe the product in our 
literature, that could put some products on hold.” 

for insurers holding a with-profits book of business, 
the regulatory impact of solvency ii is already clear. the 
directive demands that insurers hold additional capital to 
cover these policies, making them more expensive and, in 
some cases prohibitively so, for organisations to run. one-
fifth of survey respondents say that replacing with-profits 
with alternative guaranteed savings products is either very 
important or moderately important, with unit-linked and 
guarantee products the most popular replacement.

Do You aGree or DIsaGree WITH THe FolloWInG sTaTeMenTs on THe currenT 
reGulaTorY enVIronMenT? 

regulation will cause insurers to stop writing certain lines of business/make disposals 
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blackrock view
legacy savings products are generally acknowledged to be unsustainable because of a combination 
of complexity, opacity and cost of delivery. in addition, the primary way in which insurance companies 
differentiate themselves in the savings business is through the provision of guarantees. this remains 
challenging in the context of a low interest-rate environment and increasingly stringent regulation.

insurers can benefit from partnering with their asset managers when designing new savings products. 
this allows them to access input on the specification and pricing of guarantees, the formulation of 
appropriate investment strategies and advice on the construction of a risk management and hedging 
programme. asset managers can also help with the design of appropriate 
investment vehicles and efficient liaison with regulators. 

the design of effective and efficient new products increasingly requires 
marketing, investment, risk and profitability considerations to be ‘designed-
in’ from the start. a partnership approach allows insurers to seek help  
where they need it most and to access a valuable sounding board 
throughout the process. 

Mark azzopardi 
Head, insurance client strategy

HoW WIll You rePlace Your  
WITH-ProFITs booK? 

select all that apply
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28%
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Base: all emea insurers saying with-profits products with alternative 
guaranteed savings products is important (n=47).
source: the economist intelligence Unit, may 2013. 

axa’s Mr Moreau says: 

  The main [business] activity to be 
impacted will be the long-term savings 
and pensions business, as that’s where 
regulation is hurting most. Giving 
guarantees on our balance sheet on 
long-term business to customers is more 
and more difficult because the cost [of 
providing guarantees] is very high and so 
we are increasingly moving to unit-linked 
contracts. This is the big evolution we see 
in the French market. 

Driving innOvatiOn

although it may be that some insurers are forced to scale 
back their product suites as a result of regulatory and 
economic pressures, other organisations believe this 
environment creates opportunities to innovate and get rid 
of ‘dead wood’. 

if the existing product range is not up to scratch, insurers 
are willing to cut what does not work and put in place 
lines that will drive growth. nearly two-thirds (63%) of 
respondents expect to achieve growth in the next three 
years through product innovation. 

Patrick bowes of old mutual global says: “change is 
always a threat and an opportunity, and innovation can be 
triggered by regulatory change. for example, why have an 
annuity when you can have an income drawdown product? 
if you have got the philosophy of capital-light products, you 
can innovate to provide customer products that you think 
actually fit with the new regulatory regime.”

at aegon, Mr cameron says that the insurer is rethinking 
its approach to product development, putting the needs  
of the consumer at the centre of the process. 

“product development as a concept has changed 
dramatically. twenty years ago, a provider would develop  
a product, take it out to market and then hope that people 
would buy it or advisers would recommend it,” he says. 
“now you start by looking at the needs of your customers, 
then consider a product solution and design value-added 
features, often involving technology elements such as 
digital communications and online access for the 
customer. finally, you’ll decide how the product can  
be distributed appropriately. that’s all at the heart of  
product development.”

in terms of improving product design and creating a range to 
work better with today’s consumer needs, while remaining 
affordable, two-fifths of insurers say that they will work 
more closely with asset managers on product design.

cOntinueD
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blacKrocK case sTuDY 4 
partnering tO manage guarantees

ObJectives

`` to develop new volatility managed funds for the UK and euro variable annuity markets. 

``  the funds were required to be compatible with effective insurance guarantee hedging and to remain within specific risk boundaries 
while minimising transaction costs from risk management.

blacKrOcK actiOns

``  recommended a framework that systematically adjusts the allocation between multiple asset classes with varying risk 
characteristics to maintain a specified target volatility. this allowed the client to differentiate from existing products in the market 
which control volatility by only varying the equity and cash allocations.

``  in addition to equity futures, which are used in most volatility control funds, Blackrock’s solution uses sovereign bond futures to 
cost-efficiently rebalance the fixed-income allocation.

``  Blackrock focused on developing a transparent solution that was straightforward for the client to incorporate into their  
actuarial models. 

client result

``  the client is able to offer guarantees on a range of multi-asset funds with the comfort of knowing that these guarantees are 
capable of being priced and risk-managed effectively. 

HoW conFIDenT are You THaT You WIll earn suFFIcIenT InVesTMenT reTurns To 
MaInTaIn Your InVesTMenT conTrIbuTIon To roe oVer THe nexT THree Years? 
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Future prOFitability 

operating within the financial services sector has been 
a challenge since 2008 and insurance companies are no 
exception to that rule. low investment returns, regulatory 
demands and the ensuing changes to operations have 
all threatened insurers’ profitability. in fact, 80% of 
respondents say that their businesses will have to undergo 
at least some change if they are to produce adequate 
shareholder returns over the next three years.

the aBi’s Mr Thoresen says: “there has always been 
substantial change in insurance, so coping with that 
change is in the industry’s Dna.”

However, with their investment strategies and product lines 
revamped to reflect the new reality, insurers are feeling fairly 
confident about their performance. nearly one-quarter 
(24%) of respondents are very confident and another 60% 
are moderately confident that they will be able to earn 
sufficient returns on investments to maintain return on 
equity (roe) to shareholders over the next three years, with 
asian insurers and the largest insurers the most confident.

cOntinueD
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In WHIcH reGIons Do You exPecT Your Insurance busIness To GroW  
oVer THe nexT THree Years?
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such confidence may be a result of revisiting previous 
roe expectations and reducing them in line with the 
lower-return environment. Ms street says: “many in the 
insurance sector including us have said the 15% long-term 
roe targets are unrealistic at this stage in the cycle. i don’t 
think our investors are expecting that level with the lower 
interest-rate environment. with risk-free [assets] where 
they are, everyone’s expectations have moved down.”

in terms of attractive geographies for targeting growth, the 
countries in which respondents are domiciled correlate to 
the areas they see as important to future profitability. 

massmutual’s Mr corbett says: “from a business perspective, 
we are very focused on the Us. i know other insurers 
are expanding globally and while we do have insurance 
businesses in asia, we think of them more as strategic 
investments that ultimately benefit our policyowners.”

Mr bowes, the director of african-based old mutual, says: 
“we have substantial assets under management both in 
the Us and europe, but the likely demographics will mean 
that the expansion of our customer numbers in africa will 
substantially exceed that of the northern hemisphere. the 
growth of the emerging middle class in africa will be the 
most profound change to our businesses in africa.”

old mutual may be looking to its own backyard for growth, 
but overall, africa proves the least popular region to target 
for future growth, with just 7% choosing this continent. 

Hiscox’s Mr Masojada says that although emerging nations 
may be attractive, regulatory hurdles make it difficult for 
foreign companies to enter some of these markets. “some 
countries make it incredibly difficult for foreigners to 
enter their market so even though in theory they might be 
attractive, market access is a big challenge,” he says. 

in spite of potential barriers, 40% of UK insurers saw latin 
america as a region to target in the next three years, while 
30% of Us insurers see asia as a source of future revenue. 

Zurich insurance group is one that is looking to latin 
america. Mr lewis says: “i don’t think our strategy is 
dissimilar to any group. as an organisation, clearly we are 
looking to rebalance our business portfolios towards more 
growth markets, which tend to be the developing markets 
– latin america, asia, middle east and africa. the Zurich 
group has made a fairly substantive move in terms of a 
joint venture with santander in latin america 18 months 
ago. it is about over time, repositioning the portfolio to 
have a greater weight to developing markets.” 

In WHIcH reGIons Do You exPecT Your Insurance busIness To GroW  
oVer THe nexT THree Years?
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Half of french insurers are targeting asia as a key future 
market, which is demonstrated by axa’s recent expansion 
in china. Mr Moreau says: “in asia we just completed a big 
investment in china for chong ping, providing us with a 
huge opportunity to provide motor insurance direct across 
the whole of china. we also completed a large deal with 
HsBc, where we bought its p&c [property and casualty] 
subsidiaries in Hong Kong, mexico, china. in addition, we 
are looking at south america and central america.” 

similarly, sumitomo is expanding its operations outside of 
Japan and into other asian markets, particularly china. Mr 
ono says: “we are interested in the rest of asia. in fact, we 
already established a joint venture with a chinese insurance 
company back in 2005 and in 2012 we became a strategic 
partner to a vietnamese insurance and financial company.” 

Mr burns at genworth financial says: “genworth’s lifestyle 
protection is focused on navigating the tough economic 
climate in its core business in europe and is selectively 
expanding in new markets outside of europe. the business 
is making progress on its plans to grow in new markets 
in reinsurance, such as through our relationship with 
mapfre in latin america and picc in china.”

Organic anD acQuisitive grOWtH

as well as venturing into new markets, insurers are also 
focusing on merger and acquisition activity to help grow 
their businesses. nearly one-quarter (22%) of respondents 
plan to make acquisitions, while 19% foresee mergers with 
equals as a means of growing their operations.  

cOntinueD
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Mr corbett says that massmutual purchased the 
Hartford’s retirement plans business last year to double 
the size of its retirement services business in the Us. 
“[with] all the regulatory changes and current economic 
environment we are seeing in the Us and europe, we are 
seeking ways to capitalise on opportunities we see in 
the marketplace,” he says. “we see ourselves as better 
buyers than sellers, so we are looking for opportunities to 
position ourselves for future growth.” 

However, insurers are most likely to grow organically, 
with three-quarters of respondents saying that they will 
expand this way. 

old mutual’s Mr bowes says: “in the last few months we’ve 
been active ... buying a licence to operate in some of the 
smaller african countries. that’s part one of the operation. 
part two is actually building operational businesses 
in these markets, building distribution, educating the 
population on the financial services market and the 
products that are available.”
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Global insurers are acutely aware that they must adapt to survive in today’s challenging 
markets. although much of the regulatory change is out of their hands, organisations 

recognise that they must work with supervisors to ensure that their businesses can thrive within 
a stricter, more risk-aware framework.

similarly, trying economic conditions – as well as 
central banks’ efforts to improve these conditions, 
and the implications of these efforts – are outside 
insurers’ control. yet they are willing and able to 
adapt their operations and investment strategies to 
remain profitable.

the main challenge now is adapting investment strategies 
in light of the changing environment created by central 
bank action. insurers have increased allocations to higher-
yielding fixed-income instruments to handle low interest 
rates, and say that they will increase credit exposure to 
prepare for the unwinding of Qe. However, they will have to 
shift from their current strategy of increasing duration to 
shortening duration as interest rates rise following the  
end of Qe. 

more broadly, diversification across all asset classes, 
and particularly within fixed income, will be the focus for 
insurers over the next three years. they are also adopting 
more tactical asset allocation strategies in order to 
produce the returns they need. 

risk assessment, particularly in light of regulatory 
requirements, remains key. How well insurers understand 
the risks associated with different assets classes is 
driving their investment decisions. in order to assess those 
risks better, insurers are both beefing up their internal 
expertise by investing in risk management and turning 
to third parties for help in understanding the risks and 
regulatory requirements, such as achieving look-through 
to underlying holdings. 

global insurers are, as far as they can be, prepared for 
external risks, including continued market volatility and 
the implications of the tapering of Qe. flexible investment 
strategies that allow for change within a tightly risk-
managed framework will be the key to ensuring portfolios 
meet the demands of both today’s and tomorrow’s 
challenging environments.

conclusion
cOntinueD

in summary
external pressures are prompting insurers to revise business priorities and strategies:

`  regulation is forcing insurers to re-evaluate certain lines of business, particularly with-profit 
products, and to drive growth through product innovation.

` Insurers regard domestic markets as the main focus for growth.

` Most insurers aim to expand organically.
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about blackrock’s Financial  
Institutions Group
we partner with insurers to go beyond traditional 
asset management offering strategic advice, liability 
assessment and as part of Blackrock solutions, 
investment accounting and risk management services to 
help our clients navigate increasingly complex financial, 
accounting, and regulatory environments.

`` team of 75+ client service professionals located in 
new york, san francisco, chicago, princeton, london, 
munich, copenhagen, and milan

`` manage $306 billion in unaffiliated general account 
and subadvisory assets for 151 insurers in 20 countries 

`` provide risk management and investment accounting 
services to 56 insurers through Blackrock solutions®.

as of 30 June 2013: aUm does not include ishares® or other pooled vehicles. 
includes settlement trusts and financial guaranty.

Why blackrock
as the world’s largest investment manager, we believe it’s 
our responsibility to help investors of all sizes succeed in 
the new world of investing. we were built to provide the 
global market insight, breadth of capabilities and deep  
risk management expertise these times require.

The resources you need for a new world of investing
investing with Blackrock gives you access to almost every 
asset class, geography and investment style, as well as 
extensive market intelligence and risk analysis, to help 
build the dynamic, diverse portfolios we believe these 
times require. 

The best thinking you need to uncover opportunity
with deep roots in all corners of the globe, our 100 
investment teams in 30 countries share their best thinking 
to translate local insight into actionable ideas that strive 
to deliver better, more consistent returns over time.

The risk management you need to invest 
with clarity
with more than 1,000 risk professionals and premier risk 
management technology, Blackrock digs deep into the 
data to understand the risk that has to be managed for 
the returns our clients need and bring clarity to the most 
daunting financial situations. 

blackrock. Investing for a new world.

source: Blackrock, data as at 30 June 2013.
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appendix

THe Insurance InDusTrY Is seeInG cHanGe across reGulaTIon, InVesTMenT anD 
oPeraTIonal FuncTIons. WHaT leVel oF FurTHer cHanGe Do You exPecT THere  
To be oVer THe nexT THree Years In Your MarKeT? 
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source: the economist intelligence Unit, may 2013
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oVer THe nexT THree Years? 

Base: total (n=206), asiapac (n=40), emea (n=103), north america (n=63)
source: the economist intelligence Unit, may 2013
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6-10% 25%
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11-20% 5% 11-20% 7%

6-10% 29%
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DK 1%
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HoW IMPorTanT Is IT To THe success oF Your busIness To rePlace Your exIsTInG 
WITH-ProFITs ProDucTs WITH alTernaTIVe GuaranTeeD saVInGs ProDucTs?

Not applicable 18%

Not at all important 32%

Not very important 23%

Moderately important 9%

Very important 18%

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

New general account product

Will not replace with-profits book

Unit-linked only

Unit-linked and guaranteed 55%

46%

18%

0%

0 10 20 30 40 50

Within the next year

Within 1-2 years

Within 3-4 years

5 years or more 44%

22%

33%

0%

cOntinueD

Base: emea life companies only (n=21) 
source: the economist intelligence Unit, may 2013
figures do not add to 100% due to rounding

HoW WIll You rePlace Your  
WITH-ProFITs booK? 
select all that apply

WHen are You lIKelY To rePlace Your  
WITH-ProFITs booK? 

In WHIcH areas WIll Insurers neeD To WorK More closelY WITH THIrD ParTIes 
sucH as asseT ManaGers To eVolVe THeIr busInesses?
select up to three.

Base: total (n=206), emea (n=103), north america (n=63), asiapac (n=40)
source: the economist intelligence Unit, may 2013
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65%
69% 69%71% 70%

61% 59%

48%

63%

40% 40%

27%
25%

29% 29%30%

25%

33%

10%

22% 21%
25%

13%
17% 16% 16%

27%

33%

North AmericaEMEA Asia Pac Total sample

Risk managment/
governance

Investment
strategy
design

Product design Better ALM Providing data/
look-through

Regulatory
lobbying

Valuations/
M&A
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WHaT are THe MaIn barrIers PreVenTInG You FroM MoVInG InTo  
neW asseT classes? 

choose up to two. 

Regulatory 
uncertainty

Cost Lack of regulatory 
or economic
risk budget

Lack of internal
investment

expertise

Lack of expertise
in supporting areas

(e.g. legal,
accounting)

Lack of external
asset manager
expertise (e.g. 

data, operational,
reporting, modelling)

45%

71%

38%

31%

78%
76%

35%

43%

31%

25%

35%

22%

28%

12%

55%

21%
24%

2%

15%15%

3%
5%

3%

29%

North AmericaEMEA Asia Pac Total sample
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Base: total (n=206), emea (n=103), north america (n=63), asiapac (n=40)
source: the economist intelligence Unit, may 2013

cOntinueD
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